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MARXISM, LABOUR MOVEMENT AND CULTURE 
IN PORTUGAL 

Carlos Bastien (*) 

1 - Early contacts with the writings of Karl Marx 

The early contacts of the Portuguese intellectuals with the writings of Karl 
Marx, then a just emerging Marxism, occurred, as in other European coun
tries, around 1850, when some intellectuals, particularly sensitive to what was 
going on the European political and cultural scene, got in touch with the 
learnings of the new socialist school. 

In the previous decades, communist political views, specialy thanks to Cabet 
and Blanqui, had had some impact on the European political life, but nothing 
of that came to Portugal. The country was at the time a semi-peripheral soci
ety, already showing important signs of backwardness, a society not yet sig
nificantly touched by the industrialist wave that was spreading in northern Eu
rope. As a consequence, the proletariat and the «social question» were almost 
absent. Moreover, the loss of the Brazilian Empire, the endless conflicts and 
the civil wars opposing the burgeoise and liberal forces to the supporters of 
the traditional society, and the popular riots of the 1830's and 1840's, were 
certainly responsable for short-term setbacks that deepened the backwardness, 
empoverishment and disorganization that were structural features of Portuguese 
life. 

Anyway, in 1838, almost two decades after the first liberal revolution in 
1820, and only a few years after the suppression of the old corporative order 
in 1834, emerged the first workers association, the Society of Lisbon Workers 
(Sociedade dos Artistas Lisbonenses). Other associations would follow with a 
similar philanthropic character. Their ideological mark was primarly a christian 
socialism inspired by Lamennais, whose writings had previously been partialy 
translated and published in Portugal. 

It was in this context and under the impact of the revolutionary wave that 
ravaged Europe, particularly France, in 1848, that the early echos of the new 
kinds of socialism came to Portugal. Some intellectuals, part of which had 
assisted or even actively participated in that revolutionary movement, tried to 
link themselves to the existing workers associations, and to create some new 
ones. At the same time they began to print some newspapers - A Esmeralda, 
A Peninsula, 0 Eco dos Operarios e 0 lnstituto (this last one formaly linked 
to the University of Coimbra) - where local versions of the European utopian 
socialism and specially the doctrines of Proudhon began to get some follow
ers. 

(*) Institute Superior de Economia e Gestae, da Universidade Tecnica de Lisboa. 
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Anyway, three of the intellectuals involved in this movement of ideas soon 
adopted critical points of view of the ideology and of the reforming programme 
of that French thinker. This led them to approach, or accept, though in a 
uncomplete form, some points of view expressed by Marx some years before 
in The Poverty of Philosophy. They were Martens Ferrao, Amorim Viana, and 
Oliveira Pinto. 

Martens Ferrao, who was not actually a socialist, confined his critics of 
Proudhon to a personal and vaguely sketched system of doctrine, while noting 
and discussing some of the economic concepts and incongruities of that au
thor (1). 

Amorim Vieira revealed greater consistency when criticizing the points of 
view of that French reformer. Being a teacher of mathematics at the 
Politechnical School of Oporto (Academia Politecnica do Porto) and a philoso
pher with a catholic but rationalist attitude, Viana emerged in the Portuguese 
cultural scene as a very particular intellectual. He was neither a liberal, nor a 
supporter of the traditionalist and neo-scholastic culture, nor even a supporter 
of the emerging republican political positions, although he shared a humanist 
view with this latter doctrinal body. 

In the doctrinary field he adopted a quite inaccurately outlined socialism. 
He criticized Proudhon, with whom he shared a similar ethic concern, in the 
philosophical ground, blaming him, as Marx also did, for his errors and incon
sistencies when applying the Hegelian dialetics to the study of social phenom
ena. This coincidence did not make him a Marxist. However, the fact that Viana 
had a certain familiarity with the German language and culture -what was 
then relatively unsual in Portugal - may have approached him to some ele
ments incorporated in the Marxist cultural attitude, or even led him to the read
ing of Marx's texts (although they had never been expressely quoted in his 
writings). Anyway, the development of his critical points of view about Proudhon 
led him to political economy and sociology, and again to sustain theoretical 
positions often similar to those of Marx. This occurred, namely, when denounc
ing the weakness of the claimed original Proudhonian theory of value (2), when 
expressing a vision of historical progress that underlined the conficts between 
social classes - «the political organism of a nation develops by contrasts and 
not by harmonies>> (3) - and the effectiveness of objective social laws - «the 
life of human kind is ruled by indestructible and necessary laws» (4) -, and 
also when he casualy displaced the foundations of socialism from the ethical 
ground, where he originaly put them, to the ground of political economy: <<SO

cialism is a son of political economy» (5). 

(1) Joao da Silva Ferrao de Carvalho Martens (Martens Ferrao), Proudhon, as leis econ6micas 
e a propriedade, Coimbra, 1854. 

(2) Pedro de Amorim Viana, «Analise das "Contradigoes Econ6micas" de Proudhon», in 
A Peninsula, no. 1, vol. 1, January 8, 1852, through no. 1, vol. 2, January 8, 1853. Reprinted in 
Victor de Sa, Sociologia em Amorim Viana, Lisboa, 1981. 

el Quoted in Victor de Sa, Sociologia em Amorim Viana, Lisboa, 1981, p. 165. 
(4 ) Pedro de Amorim Viana, «Analise das "Contradigoes Econ6micas" de Proudhon», in 

Victor de Sa, Sociologia em Amorim Viana, Lisboa, 1981, p. 198. 
(5) Op. cit., p. 209. 
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As for Oliveira Pinto, the last of the authors mentioned above, he did not 
criticize Proudhon's views so extensively and articulatedly as Amorim Viana 
did. However, he had the merit of being the first Portuguese author to quote 
Marx in a formal way (6), in spite of declaring himself as a follower of Bastiat 
on economic subjects. Again the discussion would be focused on the critics of 
two items: the Proudhon theory of value, which he considered «false>> (?), and 
the use by Proudhon of the Hegelian dialectical method that he thought wrong 
- <<the method of Proudhon, that considered himself a follower of Hegel, seems 
to me that actually is far from adopting so closely as he claims, the methodol
ogical principles of that philosopher>> (8). His argument was quite close to the 
Marx own argument developed in The Poverty of Philosophy. 

It should not be infered, however, that any of these Portuguese authors of 
the mid-19th century adopted Marxist points of view in a consistent and per
manent way. On the contrary, and in spite of its diversity, the relations they 
hold with the new ideas of Marx were weak as far as the theoretical ground is 
concerned, and almost inexistent in what concerns the political ground. 

Their socialism - if socialism at all- did not lay on a radical vision of 
the industrial society, still inexistent in Portugal at the time. It was rather a 
development of the criticism of the shortcomings of a liberalism established in 
a backward society. In a broad sense, one may say that that criticism was 
grounded in a moral attitude, in a way that matched the ideas of equity in the 
distribution of wealth and of proletarian education, but only exceptionally did it 
include Marxist theoretical elements. It must also be emphasized that, in the 
context of that part of the Portuguese cultural elite that stood for this first so
cialist generation, the authors that, in a certain sense, came closer to Marx's 
ideas, were the ones that formed its less militant fraction, the ones that were 
less involved in a direct relationship with the emerging workers movement, the 
ones that kept themselves more incisively apart from an appeal to a radical 
political practice. 

In broad terms, this socialist generation (including obviously those intellec
tuals who were closer to Marx's ideas as well as all the others) had never an 
efective social support in the country. It was mainly an expression of a 
superstructural anticipation of problems that far from being specifically Portu
guese were imported from the French revolution of 1848. According to a Por
tuguese historian, it was just an <<inbetween generation>>, <<an intermediate gen
eration that lived when the cultural monastic and ecclesiastical Portuguese 
traditions had been destroyed, but before the new laic forms of a national culture 
had been created>> (9). Its great merit would be the opening of Portugal to the 
new waves of the modern European thought. 

Their main achievement in respect to culture and social indoctrination would 
be the erradication of the influence of the Lamennais doctrines, the difusion of 

(6) Jose Julio de Oliveira Pinto, «Proudhon e a Economia Polftica», in 0 lnstituto, vols. 7-21, 
1853. Reprinted in Petrus, Proudhon e a Cultura Portuguesa, vol. 1, s/1, 1961. The pages indi
cated in the following quotations refer to this edition. 

C) Op. cit., p. 113. 
(a) Op. cit., pp. 124-125. 
(9) Victor de Sa, Sociologia em Amorim Viana, Lisboa, 1981, p. 142. 
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several types of utopian socialism and particularly the introduction of the doc
trines of Proudhon that soon became dominant in the left wing of Portuguese 
cultural elite. 

The superficial references to Marx's ideas were not important enough to 
overcome the influence of Proudhon and to induce the emergence of a real 
Marxist stream, showing how limited their impact was. In the decades ahead 
the influence of Marxism would be totally absent from the Portuguese intellec
tual scene, displaying its occasional nature (1°) and its distance to the emerg
ing labour movement that was, anyway, breaking through. 

2 - The 1870's 

By the end of the1860's, and mainly during the early years of the 1870's, 
several events of the European and Portuguese social life induced a new and 
powerful push in the Portuguese socialist movement, which overcame a phase 
of a certain slumber at a time when its links to Marxist culture were being 
set up. 

Among those events enhanced, in the European scene, the political and 
doctrinal action of the First International, the beginning of the difusion of Capi
tal and the ephemeral existence of the Paris Commune in 1871. In Portugal, 
two decades after the beginning of the Regeneration (Regenerac;ao) era, when 
a fairly quick settlement of a bourgeois society and political stability were at
tained, a new period of cultural and political disturbance was emerging, as the 
popular riots of January 1868 (Janeirinha) and the student protest at the Uni
versity, following the Spanish revolution of 1868, revealed. 

However, it would be in the years from 1871 to 1873 that the situation 
would change qualitatively. Then came the first important striking movement of 
the Portuguese modern history, and the so called ••social question» became a 
major subject in the Portuguese society. At the same time, a socialist culture 
revealed clearly its presence. The foundation of the Workers Brotherhood 
(Fraternidade Operaria) (the first Portuguese trade union organization), the so 
called democratic conferences of the Lisbon Casino (Casino Lisbonense), where 
the progressive cultural elite presented a left wing criticism of the ruling liber
alism, the creation -after the stay in Lisbon in 1871 of some Spanish inter
nationalists- of the Portuguese section of the First International, the publica
tion of some excerpts of the Inaugural Manifesto and of the Communist 
Manifesto itself and also the difusion in Lisbon of some copies of the French 
edition of the volume 1 of Marx's Capital, were major events of the period. 

By then a large reshaping of the Portuguese cultural situation was taking 
place. Its main features were the dominance of the positivist thinking, intro
duced around 1860, and the emergence of several republican and socialist 
streams of thought and groups, among which Proudhonism was the most 

(1°) It is symptomatic that those who presented themselves as formally anti-socialist and anti
-communist at that time totally ignored Marx. See for all Alvaro Rodrigues d'Azevedo, 0 Comunismo. 
Discurso Proferido na Aula de Pratica Forense da Universidade de Coimbra, em Que Se Expoe 
e Combate Esta Doutrina, Lisboa, 1848. 
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conspicuous. It was in this context that Marxist ideas would appear again, and 
get some difusion and impact, though certainly not a hegemonic position. As 
a matter of fact, the main thinkers and ideologues that were in touch with 
Marxist ideas showed very often only a superficial and formal knowledge, mix
ing them with several elements of the moral socialism that formed its intellec
tual background. 

Antero de Quental, the most famous personality of that generation, sus
tained a ••socialism grounded on an ethical concern, on a noble generosity, 
on a traditional christian wisdom but not on a serious study of social phenom
ena» (1 1). In spite of refering Proudhon as ••the major popular thinker that had 
reformed and corrected the economic science» (1 2), and in spite of the fact 
that he had never read Capital, he considered Karl Marx as one of his intel
lectual masters. Oliveira Martins, another major personality of the «generation 
of the 1870's», though having published an extensive literature on economic 
and general socialist theories, avoided an extensive discussion of the Marxist 
achievement. However, Batalha Reis, another young intellectual of this gen
eration, was much better acquainted with Marx and Engels writings and had a 
more profound knowledge of them. In one of the famous, and above men
tioned, democratic conferences of the Casino Lisbonense in 1871, he proposed 
himself to sketch and discuss the ideas of those two Marxist theorists, but, as 
a result of a governament prohibition of some of those conferences, the op
portunity failed (1 3). 

In spite of a certain progress in the knowledge and difusion of Marxist ideas, 
this generation of socialist intellectuals kept deeply linked to Proudhonism and 
to Bakuninism. That meant an effective step back, or at least a lack of im
provement, in comparison with the previous generation that, as mentioned 
above, had sketched a rupture with Proudhon and a virtual approach to the 
ideas of Marx. 

The contact of the Portuguese culture with Marxism was also mantained 
by some non-socialist members of the academy, who, although adopting a 
critical position of that theoretical and doctrinal body, testified its relevance to 
the cultural Portuguese scene. 

Rodrigues de Freitas, a teacher of political economy at Oporto and a republi
can politician, published some short controversial texts on the subject. In a 
short biography of Karl Marx he accused internationalists of ••ignorance of most 
fundamental economic truths» (1 4) and of missing ••how capital is generated 

( 11 ) Fernando Piteira Santos, «Antero de Quental e o Socialismo», in Seara Nova, no. 978, 
May 1946, p. 27. 

(12) Antero de Quental, 0 Que E a lnternacional, Lisboa, 1980 (original edition of 1871 ), p. 12. 
(1 3) The text that should have been presented was not yet recovered, and so, it is not pos

sible to assess the precise kind of reading of Marxism reached by then. Anyway, it is worth not
ing that this author, a would be Professor of Political Economy at the Agronomics Institute of 
Lisbon (Institute de Agronomia de Lisboa), in 1872, introduced the ideas and eventually the text 
of the above mentioned conference in his lectures. These lectures most probably were the very 
first reference to Marx's work in a Portuguese university. 

(1 4) Jose J. Rodrigues de Freitas, A Revolu9ao Social- Analise das Doutrinas da Associa9ao 
lnternacional dos Trabalhadores, Porto, 1872, p. 37. 
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[because] if they had thought over, they would have noticed immediatly the 
harmony between it and labour>> (1 5). 

J. Frederico Laranjo, who was also a teacher of political economy but at 
the University of Coimbra, published a quite interesting presentation of the 
Marxist system, namely of its economic features. He did not understand cor
rectly the critical and revolutionary nature of the Marxist contribution -or he 
would not have made statements such as: «it can be said that there are two 
schools in political economy, the English and the French schools>> (1 6) - but 
he overcame most of the prejudices and omissions that can be found in other 
authors of that period. Laranjo recognized Marx not only as a doctrinal leader 
of modern socialism but as an effective theorist, namely when he stated: «Karl 
Marx, the man whose ideas have the colour of blood and fire becomes some
times cool and turns into a theorist (1 7 )>>. Besides, he has also been the first 
Portuguese intellectual to quote directly Marx's Capital, as a basis to criticize 
Proudhon, as his forerunners of the mid-century. Anyway, he drew from those 
readings not only theoretical but also political conclusions, as his statement 
that <<socialism [ ... ] is necessary, fatal, legitim» (1 8) suggests. 

As these facts show, Marxism was becoming a relevant element of Portu
guese cultural life, in spite of the lack of a significant number of followers. On 
the doctrinal field, it faced old and new competitors - Proudhonism, 
Bakuninism, and specially the republican propaganda fought over the same 
ideological space. 

On the political field there emerged, at that time, a group of socialist mili
tants very weakly related to the socialist intellectuals mentioned above. In spite 
of their superficial knowledge of Marxist doctrines, they revealed a closer link
age with Marxist political positions of the International, namely in what con
cerned the need for the working class to create a political party. However, their 
limited cultural background and their strong proletarian prejudices led them to 
undervalue the theoretical extent of Marxism - according to Nobre Franga, a 
worker leader quite sensitive to the ideas of the International, <<this perspec
tive based on historical and scientific knowledge, has and will always have a 
quite negative influence on the internacionalist organization in this country» (1 9). 

Anyway, they got in touch with the new doctrines through personal and epis
tolary contacts with Paul Lafargue - who was the representative of the Portu
guese section in the Hague Congress, and stayed in Lisbon in the summer of 
1872 - and also with other leaders of international Marxism, namely Marx him
self and specially Engels, who had been for a while charged with the relations 
with the Portuguese section, and through some doctrinal texts that were arriv
ing in Lisbon, and casualy published in 0 Pensamento Social. 

In 1873, according to the decisions of the Hague Congress, two important 
class associations joined and formed a new political organization, the Workers 

(1 5) Op. cit., p. 38. 
(1 6) Jose Frederico Laranjo, «Origens do Socialismo», in 0 lnstituto, val. 20, 1874-1875, p. 57. 
(1 7) Op. cit., p. 65. 
(1 8) Op. cit., p. 74. 
(19) Letter of Nobre Franc;:a to Engels, dated June 24, 1872, quoted in Cesar de Oliveira, 13 

Cartas de Portugal para Engels e Marx, Lisboa, 1978, p. 25. 
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Association of the Portuguese Region (Associa9ao dos Trabalhadores da 
Regiao Portuguesa) which would become the Socialist Party (Partido Socialista) 
two years later. This means it was one of the earliest to be set up in Europe. 

In spite of its Marxist roots, the organizational structure of that party was 
heterogeneous, mixing groups of political direct intervention, resistance asso
ciations, and cooperatives. Its political program, adopted during its first con
gress, was not also actually Marxist, since it included associacionist and 
federative ideas and defined a political tactics of «reform and conciliation>> (20). 

Only some time after and in an episodic way did some typical Marxist ele
ments take place in that programme, specially after the socialist conference of 
1882, which voted the Programme and Rules of the Workers Socialist Party 
(Programa e Regulamento Geral do Partido Operario Socialista) that included, 
among other claims, the collectivization of the land and their distribution by 
«communities of rural workers». 

In spite of these doctrinal advancements the number of the members of 
the party and its political influence were narrowing and decaying in these years. 
The competition of anarchist and republican propaganda, the pressure of the 
political authorities, the withdraw of most of the intellectuals that had partici
pated in the first moments of the party, and the very inability of the worker's 
leaders confined again socialist politics and Marxism to a gloomy position. As 
a consequence of that process a long historic split emerged between left wing 
intellectuals, that had some knowledge of Marxist doctrines but refused a so
cialist militant political practice, and a socialist workers movement adopting in 
a formal but superficial way a pratical political Marxism but showing a large 
ignorance of its theoretic dimension and an inability to attract intellectuals to 
their cause. 

3- At the turn of the century 

From the 1880's on, the evolution of the international scene was character
ized by a powerful capitalist expansion, a fairly social stability, and the consolida
tion of parliamentary democracy in several countries. As a consequence, the 
workers movement would endure a break down in its revolutionary impetus, 
but at that same time it would be reinforced. Workers political organizations 
and unions tended to strenghten both their social basis and the theoretical 
background of their socialist doctrine. 

The Second International, federating socialist parties meanwhile set up all 
over the world, would become a powerful vehicle of difusion of Marxism, in 
spite of its strategic fluctuations. Marxism would then become more and more 
a party doctrine, almost a catechism, which, for that very reason, was able to 
get a huge difusion and a primacy over all other types of socialism. Marx and 
Engels themselves became a reference to all socialists and some of their texts, 
namely the Anti-Duhring and Erfurt Programme, would define an orthodoxy 
including a doctrinal body, a political programme, a model of party organiza
tion and a cultural guideline. 

eo) Quoted in Cesar Oliveira, 0 Socialismo em Portugal (1850-1900), Porto, 1973, p. 157. 
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During this period, the Portuguese society was also living a moderate capital
ist expansion, and a cultural progress made upon the import of Darwinism 
and specially upon the spread of a positivist culture, politicaly used by the re
publican propaganda. Its political system proved to be able to absorb political 
tensions until, in the early 1890's, diplomatic friction with Great Britain, several 
financial scandals and a republican rising in the 31st January 1891 arose a 
legitimacy crisis that would became endemic some years later and lead to the 
co lapse the monarchist regime in 1910. 

This allowed several social movements, doctrinally supported by anarchism 
and by republicanism -organized as a party after 1883- to emerge. How
ever, the Socialist Party was unable to keep up with the progress endured by 
socialism in other countries or to seize the oportunities of that historical situa
tion, because it was permanently weakened by leadership conflicts and by an 
obvious lack of doctrinal energy. 

In spite of that, from the middle of the 1880's to the beginning of the new 
century there was a renewed and specially a larger interest in the discussion 
of Marxism. This discussion developed in several contexts, though few authors 
presented themselves as Marxists. 

In the University of Coimbra, some representatives of tradicionalist catholi
cism expressed critical views on Marxism. Augusto Nunes, a teacher of theol
ogy, stated that socialism «is not only a deviation of the minds and a preversion 
of the hearts, it is a hateful passion, an implacable conspiracy, a crude anti
social fight embodied and materialized by a powerful organization» (21). He 
attacked its economic foundations, namely the labour theory of value, stating 
that «the value of a good is not strictly determined by the work embodied in 
it; the property rights give the owner of a good a certain monopoly that influ
ences its value» (22), and rejected the law of pauperization of proletariat, 
namely when noting that «it would be necessary to be insane not to see in 
the physical and moral strength of individuals, of family, of society, and also in 
the material laws, the permanent causes (that may be lessened but not sup
pressed) of poverty» (23). 

Some years later, Abundio da Silva, another doctrinal leader of christian
-democrat thinking, more familiar with the writings of Marx than Nunes, was 
back to the subject to criticize Marxist points of view on the causes that deter
mine wages and profits. He distinguished correctly Marx wage theory from the 
Lassalle's one (24) -what Portuguese socialists could seldom do - and un
derstood the Marxist concept of abstract labour. However, he could not under
stand the difference between profit and surplus value - «efective labour gen
erates a surplus-value that is the profit» (25). 

Martins de Carvalho, a law student, mentioned flattering Capital as an 
«exercice of a powerful and heady dialetics of the undoubtly great Karl Marx», 
but revealed an enormous misunderstanding of the Marxist achievement, namely 
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(21 ) Augusto Eduardo Nunes, Socialismo e Catolicismo, Coimbra, 1881, p. 26. 
(22) Op. cit., p. 44. 
(23) Op. cit., p. 80. 
(24) Manuel Abundio da Silva, 0 Capital-salarios, Porto, 1907, p. 83. 
(25l Op. cit., p. 106. 



when stating that «socialism that would create an economic science under a 
sociological synthesis is still to come» (26). 

Pires de Lima, another law student, knew only Capital through the abridged 
ve,rsion published by Lafargue, but the fact did not prevent him from 
pretensiously commiting himself to turn it into «a more scientific nature to that 
unorganized text, by generalizing, deducting, simplifying» (27). His writings show 
a fairly understanding of Marxist economics in spite of assigning to Marx's 
monetary theories some inexistent errors, namely when rejecting the would be 
Marxist ideia that «aggregate money is determined by the aggregate prices of 
all commodities» (28). In spite of the fact that he was not able to distinguish 
the concept of value from the concept of price he had the merit of being the 
first Portuguese author to make an empirical application of an economic Marx
ist theorem, namely when he tried to evaluate the surplus-value rate in the 
Portuguese textile industry. Such initiative did not mean that he had become a 
Marxist or even that he accepted the labour theory of value. If that had been 
the case he would not have oddly state that «the entire value is originated 
from labour, but not from the labour of the producer, actually from the labour 
of the consumer>• (29). 

Alves Moreira, another jurist and teacher at the same university, discussed 
the Marxist theory of value, but repeated the same errors and simplifications 
of its predecessors when studying the concept of profit: he ignored the Marx
ist distinction between simple and complex labour, he was not aware of the 
difference between value and price and he misunderstood the working of the 
perequation of the rate of profit (3°). 

Apart from Coimbra University, where all the mentioned authors either stud
ied or lectured, Antonio Osorio, a neoclassical economist who introduced in 
Portugal general economic equilibrium theories, attacked Marxism from a ·posi
tivist epistemological point of view, alleging its methaphysic and non-scientific 
nature. He stated that: «It is true that Marx seems to deduce many of his con
clusions from a direct observation of facts, and so to stick on the scientific 
field. Actually, his main statements were made before and apart from the facts, 
from which he seems to deduce them. The facts were added to a conception 
previously formulated. They were not a foundation; they were merely a justifi
cation•• (31). 

It would be, however, Roberto Ferreira, teacher at the Politechnical School 
of Oporto (Escola Politecnica do Porto), who would show in this period a more 
illuminated understanding of Marxist economics, and even a higher sympathy 
for it. In spite of the fact that he did not present himself as a follower of Marx 
- he accepted Laveleye's criticism on the labour theory of value - he was 
one of the few authors of this period to read volume 1 of Capital in its full 

(26) Fernando Martins de Carvalho, A Questlio Social, Coimbra, 1892, p. 6. 
(27l Antonio Augusto Pires de Lima, «As doutrinas economicas de Karl Marx••, in 0 lnstituto, 

vol. 46 (10), October 1899, p. 774. 
(28) Art. cit., p. 836. 
(29) Art. cit., in 0 lnstituto, vol. 47 (1), pp. 5-6. 
(30) Guilherme Alves Moreira, 0 Lucro e a Questlio Econ6mica, Coimbra, 1891, p. 96. 
(31) Antonio de Sousa Horta Sarmento Osorio, A Mathematica na Economia Pura, Lisboa, p. n. 
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version. His theoretical explanation was mostly correct, though the influence of 
positivist ideology and his immediatist approach to economic phenomena ob
structed him, very often, to understand the distinction between the different 
levels of abstraction in Marx's thinking system. Anyway, the fact did not pre
vent him from recognizing Marx as the man whose «calm, slow but pacient, 
disciplined work pulled down step by step, from its foundations, the social frame
work» (32). 

From this brief summary of the most important references to Marx's ideas 
we may conclude that the authors mentioned had an academic background 
and no practical political socialist positions. As a matter of fact the type of 
academic that once in contact with Marxism becomes involved in socialist 
political action did not exist in Portugal during this period. At the same time, 
the advancement in the knowledge of Marxist economic theories was obvious 
(33), in spite of the fact that they had never been used in an extended ana
lysis of the Portuguese economic situation, and that their knowledge was of
ten obtained in second hand. 

In philosophy and natural science -at the time deeply influenced by positiv
ism and evolucionism- the impact of Marxist ideas was almost inexistent. 
Anti-Ouhring itself, a major expression of Marxist thinking related to those are
as, had been quoted but episodically (34). In what concerned literature and 
arts in general the impact of Marxism had also been almost inexistent. Apart 
a surprising dramatic performance of Capital (35), one cannot find in Portu
guese poetry, drama or novel of this period any evidence of acceptance of 
Marxist subjects or esthetics (this would only happen much later). The rise of 
the «social question» as an artistic subject gave only origin to naturalistic writ
ings in which protest against social injustice joined an idea of the working class 
as a social group without personality or historical dinamism. 

Anyway, the presence of Marxism in the ground of political indoctrination 
and practice would be significant, and not only in socialist circles. Anarchist 
groups, namely the Bakuninist ones, in spite of refusing the political conse
quences of Marxism, shared with it much of its analysis of the capitalist eco
nomic system, and contributed to its diffusion. For instance, Silva Mendes, an 
anarchist leader who did not hesitate to attack Marx using an ad hominem 
argument -<<he lives like a burgeois [ ... ], takes care of himself and of his 
family, protects his own possessions>> (36)- exposed some basic ideas of 
historical materialism and tried to share also, opportunistically, its prestige 
- «as a conclusion of all research one must recognize that Marxist socialism, 
or better, scientific socialism, is basically anarchist•• (37) - and concluded that 
«the historical view of Karl Marx is adopted basically by anarchism» (38). 

(32
} Roberto Alves de Sousa Ferreira, A Retribuir;:fio dos Operarios, Porto, 1889, p. 80. 

(33) It must be noted that the most important economic textbooks of the period considered 
Marxism as a relevant economic theory. See Jose Frederico Laranjo, Princfpios de Economia 
Polftica, Porto, 1891, and Jose F. Marnoco e Sousa, Sciencia Economica, Coimbra, 1902. 
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Republican leaders were also touched by Marxist ideas. They retered it 
very often in their political statements, but mostly to reject it in a prompt way. 
Te6filo Braga would say that «the conflict between capital and labour is a 
prejudice of the classical school of political economy that ignores the coordi
nation of social elements» (39). Sampaio Bruno, denounced its erroneous fore
casts - «one waits for the war after having expected for the prophecy of a 
sudden break in business generated by the congestion of markets due to 
overproduction» (40). Basflio Teles, a famous economist, dismissed Marx's 
theory of value saying that «viewing the materiality of a commodity classical 
political economy forgot the spirituality of the economic agent; in the rough 
equation of goods it ignored, and still insists to ignoring, the delicate equiva
lence of life» (41 ). 

Other republican politicians would adopt a quite different attitude. They re
fered to Marxism in a fair way, using it as an ideological instrument to accom
plish political alliances or just to take advantage of its prestige and theoretical 
strength. Joao de Meneses tried to prove that Marxian socialism had reached 
a new stage -that he identified with Bernstein's revisionist doctrines- and 
adressed himself to the socialist circles explaining them that they should primarly 
support the struggle for a parlamentary republican regime, if they really wanted 
to attain a socialist republic in the future (42). Afonso Costa, an important re
publican leader of the revolutionary generation, would even declare himself 
under the banner of Marx (43), in spite of the fact that once leading a repub
lican government he dismissed even the social concerns of the most progres
sive republican wing, alleging that «to suggest social reforms in this backward 
country would not generate anything but increasing disorganization and the 
damage of its industry» (44). 

As for the Socialist Party -supposed to be the main expression of Marx
ism-, it revealed itself unable to stimulate effective theoretical and doctrinal 
efforts. Its existence was an example of ambiguity and inconsequence. Its 
political programme went on mixing Marxian elements, associationist tradition 
and positivist thinking. Its strategy balanced continuously between an alliance 
with republican politicians and the maintenance of political autonomy. Its tatics 
balanced between electoral abstencionism and an involvement in election pro
cesses, that never led it to a relevant position in parliament. Its organization 
stayed mostly divided between a possibilist fraction and a self-proclaimed 
Marxist fraction. Even its international relations showed a lasting ambiguity: it 
had been created according to the instructions of the Marxist majority at the 
Hague Congress, when most of its members tended to support political 
abstencionism. When the formation of the Second lnternacional was taking place 
in Paris in 1889 Portuguese socialists tried to join the Marxist congress, after 

(39) Te6filo Braga, As Modernas ldeias na Literatura Portuguesa, vol. 2, Porto, 1892, p. 408. 
(40) Sampaio Bruno, Notas do Exflio, Porto, 1893, p. 163. 
(
41

) Basilio Teles, Estudos Hist6ricos e Econ6micos, Porto, 1901, p. 157. 
(42) Joao de Meneses, A Nova Fase do Socialismo, Lisboa, 1902. 
(43) Afonso Costa, A lgreja e a Ouestao Social, Coimbra, 1895. 
(
44

) Diario da Assembleia Constituinte, session no. 36, August 2, 1911, p. 9. 
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being present at the possibilist congress. In 1920 they decided to join the Third 
lnternacional (what was not accomplished), at the same time that an internal 
reformist turn was taking place. 

Even the Marxist fraction, led by Azedo Gneco and Viterbo de Campos, 
kept significantlly apart from political discussions that were taking place abroad. 
Its press, specially 0 Revolucionario and 0 Eco Socialista, showed that the 
defence of Marxist orthodoxy by Kautsky during the 1880's, the discussion about 
the crisis of Marxism that followed the presentation of Bernstein's revisionist 
points of view and the emergence of new revolutionary fractions in left wing 
political parties due to the impact of the Russian Revolution of 1905 were mostly 
ignored by the Portuguese socialist leaders. This may have been a conse
quence of the fact that France, the country with which Portuguese cultural life 
had its main contacts, played a minor role in the emergence of the new so
cialist perspectives. 

Azedo Gneco regretted very often the ignorance of international Marxist 
literature, a situation attested by the few Portuguese translations of Marxian 
writings published during this period. Apart from some books of possibilist 
authors, such as B. Malon or E. Vandervelde, and some excerpts and short 
quotations of the most important Marx's writings, only two reprints of Commu
nist Manifesto were published in 1892 and 1893 (45) and two different Por
tuguese versions of Deville's abridged version of Capital were printed in 
1912. 

Some efforts to set up a socialist institute and schools were also made, 
but the spread of Marxist theories remained quite limited. Marx remained as 
an emblematic personality, whose theoretical contribution was mostly unknown. 
A statement by Azedo Gneco himself refering Herbert Spencer as a major 
socialist philosopher (46), is a clear example of this. The situation was such 
that it could be described as follows: «If state socialism can be easily under
stood by English and German minds it is hardly understood by Portuguese 
minds. Ninety percent of the Portuguese people prefer Kropotkin's book [The 
Conquest of Bread] to Marx's one [Capital]. [ ... ] Who ever tried to make propa
ganda of socialist doctrins [ ... ], will be aware of how difficult it is to make ig
norant people understand the economic theory of socialism [ ... ] (47).» 

A serious discussion about the nature of capitalist state and revolution, nec
essary for the definition of political strategy, did never take place. A sistematic 
study of the Portuguese historical situation under Marxist theories was never 
done, and the very efforts to outline an economic programme were mere vague 
slogans such as: «substitution of money commodity by social credit» or «col
lective and social organization of production and markets» (48). 

So, it is no surprise that the impact of Marxist politics was weak. The mem
bers of the Socialist Party, mostly concentrated in Lisbon and Oporto, would 

(45) In 0 Eco Socialista and in a brochure published in Oporto. 
(46) Cesar Oliveira, 0 Socialismo em Portugal (1850-1900), Porto, 1973, p. 181. 
(47) Emilio Costa, E Precisa a Republica ?, Lisboa, 1903, pp. 88-89. 
(48) Quoted in Cesar Nogueira, Resumo Hist6rico dos Congressos e Conferencias do Partido 

Socialista (1871-1926), vol. 1, Lisboa, 1932, p. 36. 
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not exceed 3000 by the end of the 1880's, attaining a historical maximum 
around 6000 in 1913. Its electoral performances were always rather insignifi
cant too; the fact that illiterates were not allowed to vote, according to Portu
guese electoral laws, was an additional set back. 

In 1911, after the establishment of the republican regime, the Socialist Party 
would get a deputy at the Parliament, but, in spit~ of favouring an electoral 
strategy, it did never get any important representation in parliament nor even 
in the municipalities. Only episodically did some of its members become mem
bers of cabinet. 

The ability of socialists to influence Portuguese political life was actually 
confined to guiding some trade unions, to participating in demonstrations and 
collective protests, namely in the commemorations of 1st of May from 1890 
on, and to spreading a socialist propaganda, that, in spite of its weakness, 
contributed to the strengthening of a specific worker's culture. 

4 -The impact of the Russian Revolution and of the Spanish Civil War 

The interest for Marxism and for socialist political positions diminished during 
the early years of the new republican regime established in 1910, but arose 
again with the Russian Revolution of 1917. 

This event showed that socialism - or, at least, a certain type of social
ism - was not merely an utopia but a feasible historical project, and granted 
a huge impact to Marxism, as the theoretical and doctrinal system that sup
ported it. The foundation of the Third International in 1919, bolshevizing and 
clustering around Soviet Russia the communist parties, became a powerful 
instrument in the diffusion of political and pratical Marxism. Actually a Marxism 
deeply influenced by the specific features of the Russian revolution and by the 
interests of the new Soviet state; a Marxism that revealed an increasing ten
dency for a unique doctrinal interpretation, for a unique organizational model, 
and for a unique political strategy, spread from Moscow. 

At the time of the Russian Revolution, Portugal was enduring a bad short
·term situation as a result of the impact of World War I; but its social environ
ment was not quite different from the prevailing circunstances of the previous 
century. The social reforms adopted by the republican regime were timid and 
slow. Only after the war years -and, surely, as a result of the new political 
atmosphere generated by the impact of the Russian Revolution - did repub
lican governments get a greater sensivity to social problems. The legislation 
limiting to 8 hours the length of the working day of urban workers, the crea
tion of compulsory social security, both in 1919, and a plan for an agrarian 
reform, established by an ephemeral cabinet of the so called Democratic Left 
(Esquerda Democratica) in 1925 were the most striking measures in this field. 
The Socialist Party was weakened, and its influence on the workers move
ment was superseeded by anarchist action, specially after the foundation of 
the National Workers Union (Uniao Operaria Nacional) in 1914. 

All political left wing organizations reacted enthusistically to the Russian 
Revolution. The Socialist Party stated that «the Russian socialist revolution [ ... ] 
heralds the liberation of all peoples, social classes, and human races from 
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capitalist rule» (49). The anarcho-syndicalist groups tended initially to present 
the bolshevist revolution as an historical confirmation of their own political views. 
They were sympathetic with some features of that revolution, namely the idea 
of general strike, the exemplarity of the revolutionary action of the masses, 
the elimination of moderate political positions and the creation of soviets. So, 
they put:t!ished writings of some well known leaders of the Russian bolshe
vism and they sustained that: «The Russian revolution tells us: the land and 
the means of production are a common wealth of all; everybody has the 
irrecusable duty to work in production; everybody is responsible for the direct 
administration of things [ ... ] Principles are stated: they are the ones that syn
dicalism, anarchism, and popular socialism have been teaching and spreading 
[ ... ] (50).» 

Anyway, a better knowledge of the Russian evolution soon brought about 
a new political phenomenon: the creation of communist organizations. Unlike 
most European countries, Portuguese communist groups did not emerge from 
a schism in a socialist party. They were a consequence of political evolution 
of some anarchist fractions more sensitive to the Russian process, as several 
of its initial political statements reveals. So, the Portuguese Maximalist Fed
eration (Federa9ao Maximalista Portuguesa), created in Lisbon in 1919, sus
tained, according to the anarchist tradition, that trade unions should be respon
sible for the direction of labour process and production, claimed for a unique 
wage for all workers and also for the abolition of taxation. On the other hand 
it stated that: «All members of the Portuguese Maximalist Federation and their 
councils are basically anarchists and revolutionary-syndicalists [ ... ] Everyone 
who, in Portugal, declares himself as a bolshevist is an anarchist or a revolu
tionary-syndicalist (51 ).» 

The political organization that would follow it, the Portuguese Communist 
Party (Partido Comunista Portugues) created in 1921, in spite of keeping some 
of those anarchist ideological features, revealed in its political programme, 
published in 1923, a sharp influence of Soviet Marxism. Anticipating the con
quest of power by the workers movement, that programme claimed for «the 
nationalization of latifundia and its division among peasants [ ... ], the 
nacionalization of banks and insurance companies [ ... ], the gradual and me
thodic organization of big industry in state trusts, controled by the workers 
organization [ ... ], state monopoly of foreign trade» (52). 

The process of bolshevization of this party was a consequence of a better 
knowledge of the writings of the most important soviet leaders, but it was mainly 
a result of some visits to Moscow of Portuguese communist leaders. There 
they got in touch with local environment and with the Comintern. From those 
visits came the publication of some political essays on the Russian Revolution 
and a larger effort to teach and to spread the fundamentals of Marxism, whose 

(49) Transcribed in Cesar Nogueira, Notas para a Hist6ria do Socialismo em Portugal (1895-
·1925), vol. 2, p. 49. 

(50) «0 ideal e a acc;:ao», in A Batalha de 7 de Novembro de 1919, p. 1. 
(51 ) «Pr6-revoluc;:ao social. Subsidies para urn programa de reorganizac;:ao», in A Bandeira 

Vermelha, no. 2, 1919. 
(52) "0 fascismo e o governo operario«, in 0 Comunista, no. 4, 1923. 
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main example is a book of J. Carlos Rates (53), the most important communist 
leader at the time. Anyway, that process of bolshevization showed important 
limits, since the political orthodoxy imposed by the Communist International to 
its members compelled the Portuguese Communist Party to expurge its found
ing circle and to keep away militants touched by the original anarcho-syndical
ism. As a result the party lost capability for social and political intervention. 

In 1923 of J. Humbert Droz, a delegate of the Third lnternacional came to 
Lisbon to prepare and to lead the 1st Congress of the Portuguese Communist 
Party, verifying the Marxist orthodoxy of political resolutions to be submitted to 
the delegates and defining the party's leading team. Although, Droz's efforts 
were not entirely succeeded, since he had been compelled to support a frac
tion who, in spite of having a larger support in trade unions, was considered 
by Droz himself the less «Orthodox>> ideologically (54). 

With the setting up of a military dictatorship in 1926, the political and doc
trinal activity of the Portuguese Communist Party, working clandestinely from 
then on, was necessarily affected. But, in spite of that, it would recover and 
even enlarge its political influence along the 1930s, due to a new leading team 
and a closer contact with the Third International, from which the party would 
get some support and a more sophisticated knowledge of Leninist organiza
tional principles and strategy. It revealed then to be able to impel an attempt 
of insurrectional general strike in 1934 and to organize a sailor's revolt in the 
navy in 1936 to support the cause of the Spanish republicans. Meanwhile, the 
Portuguese Communist Party would get, along these years, a larger member
ship (around 500 members), would raise the impact of its ilegal press, namely 
of its main publication, Avante!, would emerge as the main political organiza
tion fighting the dictatorship, and even its social supports (strictly proletarian 
till then) would comprehend new sectors, namely students and intellectuals. 

Apart from those political progresses, the knowledge of Marxist theory would 
remain quite restrict. Bento Gongalves, a communist leader, would then note 
«we teached theory to some study circles [ ... ], we set the foundations of an 
understanding of Marxist ideology among the very masses - this in a country 
where, till then (the reorganization of the party in 1 929}, Marxism was [ ... ] an 
ignored doctrine>> (55). Anyway, one has to consider that the publication of Por
tuguese translations of some relevant international Marxist texts, the emergence 
of some political studies and statements using Leninist concepts (56) and, spe
cially, the appearence of the first generation of militant Marxist intellectuals, 
revealed a more sophisticated Marxist thinking. 

That generation included outstanding personalities of the Portuguese cul
tural scene, namely the writer Jose Rodrigues Migueis, the philosopher 

(53) Carlos Rates, A Russia dos Sovietes, Lisboa, 1925. 
(54) Cesar Oliveira, 0 Primeiro Congresso do Partido Comunista Portugues, Lisboa, 1975, p. 81. 
(55) «Duas palavras«, in Bento Gon<;:alves, Os Comunistas, Porto, 1976, p. 125 (original publica-

tion of 1941 ) . 
(56) Joao Arsenio Nunes, «Sobre alguns aspectos da evolu<;:ao politica do Partido Comunista 

Portugues ap6s a reorganizagao de 1929 (1931-33)», in Analise Social, no. 67-68-69, 1981, 
pp. 728-729. This paper analyses the conceptual assimilation of Two Tactics of Social Democracy 
by Portuguese theorists. 
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V. Magalhaes-Vilhena, but specially the mathematician Bento J. Caraga. The 
latter had an important role in the improvement of popular education through 
the spread of scientific, philosophic and artistic knowledge, namely when lead
ing the so called Popular University (Universidade Popular). He would also pro
mote the publication of books on contemporary subjects, that would prove to 
be of large impact. That action, as well as his didatic ideas on the teaching of 
mathematics, showed a deep influence of dialectical materialism. Anyway, it 
must be said that he adopted an non-orthodox interpretation of that philoso
phy, namely when underlining the role of the superestructural instances in the 
social evolution and specially when embracing a broad historicist and non-de
terminist insight, quite close to Gramsci's one: «What comes out of that recip
rocal action [between man and social environment] is what it determines and 
not what, in obedience to an obscure and fatalist mysticism, is suposed to 
result necessarily; what must be is not yet, and so, may never be», he stated (57). 

In spite of his large personal prestige, the doctrinal views of Caraga did 
never influence significantly the political positions of the leading team of the 
Portuguese Communist Party (where he never occupied a significant role). 
If Caraga's sympathy for a broad political anti-fascist alliance did not oppose 
the party's strategy - increasingly touched by the popular front strategy that 
would become dominant at 7th Congress of the Third International - his 
philosophical views tended to refuse the scientist interpretation of Marxism that 
was emerging in the international communist movement, and soon would 
emerge in the Portuguese Communist Party itself. That interpretation ~nder
lined the ideas of dialectical structure of nature and of natural essence of human 
society and history, being both regulated by inexorable laws. It was found on 
Stalin and Bukharin's writings -then partialy known in Portugal (58) - but it 
contended with Cara<;a's over-valuation of cultural issues. 

Apart from politics, Marxist thinking influenced others instances of Portu
guese intellectual life. If Marxist economics was at the time limited to few and 
superficial short studies on the Portuguese and international economy (59), some 
philosophical studies would reveal a more extensive and deep understanding 
of Marxist achievement. A study by Magalhaes-Vilhena on the idea of progress 
along the evolution of western culture is a major example of this (60). 

However, it was in the field of literary theory and practice that Marxist ideas 
got a more powerful expression in this period, namely when supporting the 

(57) Bento de Jesus Carac;:a, A Arte e a Cultura Popular, reprinted in Conferencias e Outros 
Escritos, Lisboa, 1970 (original text 1936), p. 141. 

(58) J. Stalin, Tres Anos de Execu9ao do Plano Ouinquenal, Lisboa, 1934 (?); see also sev
eral other texts published under the names of Gabriel Coutinho and Jose Vasco Salinas in the 
newspaper Sol Nascente, no. 34, 38 and 40, 1939, and in the review Sfntese, no. 5 and 6. We 
shall also mention several texts (sometimes only small quotations or summaries published under 
pseudonym or even without indication of the author) of other Marxist authors. Besides Marx, Engels 
and Lenin, it was the case of Boukharin, G. Fridmann, G. Politzer, H. Lefebvre, N. Guterman, 
A. Cornu, P. Nizan and L. Arangon. 

(59) See for instance 0 Diabo, no. 257 to 267, 1939, and the review Pensamento, no. 144 et 
seq., 1940. 

(60) Vasco de Magalhaes-Vilhena, Progresso- Hist6ria Breve de Uma ldeia, Lisboa, Coimbra, 
1939. 
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neo-realistic current. A large criticism of the old realistic literature and of the 
modernist movement - both having dominate Portuguese literary scene along 
the 1920's and the1930's - anticipated the emergence of neo-realistic fiction 
and poetry. That former current was actually criticized by a major theorist of 
neo-realism as follows: «for realism and naturalism art must reveal the natural 
qualities of the things and of the people; for neo-realism, art must present a 
social insight of reality, i. e., an insight where the natural features of things 
must be explained by social life, by practice, by interest conflicts (61 ).>> The 
latter of those currents, the so called Portuguese second modernism, was re
fused by those theorists because of its intimacy, its attention to individuals, its 
rejection of political commitment. 

There emerged a commited literature, quite sensitive to the so called lost 
generation and to the Brazilian realistic literature of the period, but mainly in
fluenced by the efforts aiming at constructing a Marxist esthetics, namely 
through Plekhanov's French version of Art and Social Life and by the recep
tion of socialist realism canons announced by M. Gorky in 1934. 

The initial signs of this tendency, not only as a body of theoretical state
ments but as an effective literary product, would emerge in 1937. Mario Dionisio 
- himself a major theorist of the tendency- published then some poems 
revealing how the individuality of the poet could be clearly overcome by an 
identification with the masses (62). Alves Redo! published some chronicles in 
0 Diabo (63) followed by his first book Gloria (64). From then on this literary 
movement would spread significantly, would become dominant in the literary 
field and would get a vast audience. 

In what concerns other cultural areas, namely the scientific culture, the in
fluence of Marxist thinking showed to be less relevant. Social science, which 
would be expected to be quite sensitive to Marxist influence, was mostly ex
cluded from the university during the dictatorship. The studying of Marxist ideas 
was limited to some episodic quotations - mostly concerning the history of 
political economy- and J. J. Teixeira Ribeiro, a teacher at the University of 
Coimbra, was the only one to promote during the 1930's a fair discussion of 
that theoretical body. Anyway, the rise of fascism in Europe, the dramatic impact 
of the Spanish Civil War and the powering of domestic fascism itself gener
ated an increasing politically extremist culture among the students attending 
that university. The emergence at that same university of the first communist 
student's circle is an example of this. 

5 - The aftermath of World War II 

The years that followed the end of World War II were crucial for the evo
lution of Portuguese society. In spite of the persistance of clear signs of back
wardness and of the corporative apparatus, a process of industrialization and 

(61 ) Rodrigo Soares, Par Um Novo Humanismo, Porto, pp. 173-174. 
(62 ) See Sol Nascente, no. 7, 12 e 13, 1937. 
(63) See 0 Diabo, no. 150 e 155, 1937. 
(64) Alves Redol, Gloria, Uma Aldeia do Ribatejo, author's edition, 1938. 
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economic modernization took off, social structures were consequently partialy 
reshaped, with an increase of the weight of the working class, and financial 
and industrial burgeoisie strengthned its position in the rulling social coalition. 

As a consequence of these infra-structural changes, the political system, 
in spite of its apparent stability, underwent some important changes too. The 
so called New State (Estado Novo) would endure a period of fairly interna
tional isolation from 1945 to 1947, due to the colapse of most of right wing 
authoritarian regimes that the public opinion identified as its natural allies. Thus, 
the domestic liberal opposition forces were politically strengthened. Confident 
that the dictatorship was bound to collapse under the hostility of the coalition 
that had winned the war, it organized attempts of coups, tried to restore some 
of the t>ld republican parties, and organized several unitary anti-fascist mass 
based movements. 

The working class movement, in spite of political repression, was also 
expanding. From 1941 to 1949, sucessive striking movements protesting against 
low wages and food shortages took place, but specially after 1945 political pro
tests came also out under the mentioned anti-fascist movements. That renewed 
impulse had been greatly stimulated by the recovery of political initiative by 
the Portuguese Communist Party, reorganized in 1940-1941, after being deeply 
hurt by government repression during the late 1930's. 

This reorganization went on during the party's Congresses held in 1943 
and 1946, and would be a benchmark in the history of Portuguese commu
nism. It meant the reinforcement of democratic centralism, the creation of a 
new clandestine organization based on professional revolutionary militants, the 
renewal of partisan leadership and the growth of membership, that reached 
aproximatelly 7000 members by 1946-47 (its apex under the clandestine era). 
Moreover, it allowed Portuguese communist forces to get stronger links both 
with working class and intellectuals. 

Besides, that reorganization involved a clearer formulation of the party's 
political strategy, which not only emphasized the «popular front» strategy 
-dominant in international communism since the 7th Congress of the Com
munist International - but adapted it to the Portuguese circunstances. This 
would imply, among other effects, a reevaluation of the party's guideline for 
trade unions, including, from then on, an involvement in the so called «na
tional (corporative) syndicates» instead of the previous attempts to organize 
clandestine free syndicates; a stronger commitment in setting up political uni
tary organisms; a renewed definition of the class nature of fascism; and, as a 
quite original position as against the guidelines of the Communist International, 
the characterization of the Portuguese revolutionary process, namely of its actual 
stage, as a «national and democratic revolution» (involving a national upsurge 
against dictatorship). 

This political process -followed in the doctrinary ground by a definite 
understanding of Marxism as a «Scientism [ ... ] that favoured alliances with the 
different republican tendencies since it worked well with its scientific and philo
sophical positivism», as a contemporary historian noted (65) - revealed the 

(65) Antonio Pedro Pita, A Recepgao do Marxismo pelos lntelectuais Portugueses (1930-1941), 
Coimbra, 1989, p. 24. 
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reorganization of this party as an actual <<originary stalinization>> (66). It assimi
lated definitely the political, organizational and doctrinary culture of international 
communism, at a time when it was shaped by stalinism. 

As for Portuguese cultural scene, it also experienced some changes at the 
end of World War II, in spite of the role of traditionalist currents and of the 
restrictions generated by the obscurantist cultural policy of the New State. These 
changes took place mainly in circles quite apart from the official ones and, 
besides the import of new scientific knowledges and the strengthening of some 
of the already existent artistic, philosophical and scientific schools, was char
acterized by a renewed rationalism, an increased worth of the idea of progress, 
and an underlining of the civilizational and instrumental role of science. 

In that situation, the powering of Marxism in the Portuguese cultural scene 
-keeping path with its progresses in the political front- had a clear sign in 
the emergence of a second generation of revolutionary intellectuals, namely in 
artistic field. 

Nee-realism, as the major expression of Marxism in the literary front 
strengthened its position in the postwar years. Some new authors and literary 
publications were coming out as the movement changed partially, as a refine
ment of emerging esthetical and formal concerns. Subjective dimensions of in
dividuals and social urban subjects became prime topics of that litterature. Any
way, the true newness was the spreading of this artistic and political ideas to 
other artistic fields, namely to painting -also influenced by South American 
painters as Portinari, Orozco and Rivera- and to sculpture and music, though 
in a lessen way. 

In the philosophical field, the progress of Marxist views had not been so 
relevant. Some short studies and few books revealed an effort to teach dialec
tical materialism, but they were not an outcome of a true professional philo
sophical research (67). Anyway, the writings of Bento J. Caraga (expelled from 
the university by political authorities in 1946) against the critical rationalist think
ing of Antonio Sergio must be refered. His criticisms pointed out that: «Ad
vances in science do not happen according to a previous logical plan, but by 
pushes, according to men's needs. Logical structuration comes later, when there 
is time enough for that, in a break between two impulses. Nor even in math
ematics, where one might expect a progress according to a plan, can it be 
noted. It is a long way from the integer to the complex number, but in no way 
was it covered in the logical way from less general to more general (68).>> 

For Egidio Namorado, a physician and mathematician that published also 
some philosophical essays, as for Caraga, Marxism was not merely a political 
reference, nor even a philosophical device to force a direct or specific 
understanding of reality, but a general philosophical reference used as an in
strument for the rationalization of scientific practice itself. His Hegelian Marx-

(66) Op. cit., p. 24. 
(67) See for instance Vasco Magalhaes-Vilhena, Pequeno Manual de Fi/osofia, Lisboa, 1942. 

At the same epoch the review Gazeta de Filosofia was published including papers by several 
Marxist authors. 

(68) Bento de Jesus Cara<;:a, Resposta a Uma Crftica, reproduced in Conferencias e Outros 
Escritos, Lisboa, 1970 (original publication 1946), p. 294. 
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ism -quite unusual among Portuguese Marxist intellectuals of the period
underlined epistemological issues, denounced the so called spontaneous phi
losophy of scientists, and tried to spread an insight allowing the understanding 
of the sense and social implications of their practice (69). 

Differently from what happened with important scientists in other European 
countries -e.g. P. Langevin, H. Wallon, J. Needham, J. Haldane- dialecti
cal materialism almost did not affect directly the scientific research on the 
domain of mathematics (with the already noticed exception of Caraga) and of 
natural sciences, in spite of being a major political influence for some scien
tists. Marxist ideas were, surely, responsible for a larger sensitivity to the so
cial responsibility of scientists -similarly to what happened with John Bernal, 
whose 'books were known and often quoted in Portugal - and for the diffu
sion of humanist views among scientists (what could sometimes have suggested 
them the subjects for their research), but not for any kind of intended «prole
tarian science». Lysenkoism did not echoed in Portugal, despite the fact that 
some of its divulgers in Western Europe, as M. Prenant, for instance, were 
known here. It had been nothing but a pretext used by some anti-marxist in
tellectuals eager to affront what they called «Marxist dogmatism>> (?0). 

Historiography, then experiencing a reshaping of its theoretical and methodo
logical views in the wake of the impact of the so called «Annales school>> -
would be significantlly influenced by historical materialism. Some studies on 
the history of Portuguese culture adopted a Marxist sociological insight (?1 ), 

but it was in the field of economic history that the influence of Marxist per
spectives was more important. Armando Castro, an historian expelled from the 
University as many other scientists, became a major example of this when broke 
through with a study on the Portuguese modernizing process along the 19th 
century, a study in which he not only used a renewed methodology but where 
he also broke the blockade that prevented historians from studing scientifically 
a period officially considered as an era of unwelcome liberalism (l2). 

However, the discipline of social science to receive the prime impact of 
Marxism would be economics. Imperialism, immiserization, underdevelopment 
of Portuguese economy, agrarian reform, would be important subjects the 
Marxist sectors put in the political agenda of that period. This tact lead econo
mists more influenced by Marxist ideas to back Marxist doctrinal and political 
interventions in a larger knowledge and spreading of economic theory. 

Armando Castro discussed the foundations of the dominant economic 
theory, namely its theory of value. Supported by the reading of M. Dobb's 
studies on Economic Theory and Capitalism he tried to demonstrate the supe
riority of the Marxist theory of value. Stating some general conditions that a 

(69) Egfdio Namorado, Ponto de Vista, Coimbra, 1977. This book is a reprint of essays origi
nally published between 1945 and 1956. 

(70) See for instance «Prefacio» by Joaquim de Carvalho to John R. Baker, A Ci{mcia e o 
Estado Planificado, Coimbra, 1947. 

(?1) Antonio Jose Saraiva, Para a Hist6ria da Cultura em Portugal, Lisboa, 1946, and Joaquim 
Barradas de Carvalho, As ldeias Polfticas e Sociais de Alexandre Herculano, Lisboa, 1949. 

(?2) Armando Castro, lntrodw;ao ao Estudo da Economia Portuguesa (Fins do Seculo XVIII a 
Princfpios do Seculo XX), Lisboa, 1947. 
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true theory of value must obbey - <<it has to iluminate [ ... ] the existence of 
social classes and their role in production and distribution [ ... ], showing at the 
same time the nature of economic phenomena» and <<it must provide a homoge
neous standard that cannot be a value, otherwise nothing would be explained» 
{73) - Castro noted the inobservance of these two conditions by the marginalist 
theory and so the necessary inability of the neo-classical economists who 
adopted it to provide a realistic explanation of the working of capitalist eco
nomic system. 

The conditions of realization of surplus-value - or market problem - would 
be another theoretical topic to be discussed by this same author. Differently 
from what was then usual in the discussions of international Marxism, that topic 
was not considered in the context of cycles or crisis theory, but when trying to 
set up a theory of Portuguese capitalism. This was considered to experience 
a kind of permanent depression, suggesting Castro that it would undergo a 
disparity between aggregate demand and supply, not in a specific moment of 
the economic cycle but as an endemic feature of this capitalism. The outcome 
was the setting up of an underconsumptionist view of Portuguese capitalism 
-that would become dominant among Portuguese Marxist economists - lead
ing to a criticism of government's economic policy as follows: <<Domestic mar
ket is the largest and possibly the most stable market for Portuguese industry. 
That means that without the demand of national consumers, able to secure an 
industrial growth, one cannot expect to see the structures of the country change. 
[ ... ] Industrial progress requires that domestic market is not stationary but highly 
expansive, it requires that it exceeds largely the oportunities due to mere de
mographic growth (?4)." 

The argument was not entirely original, and suggests an influence or adapta
tion of some views sustained by Paul Sweezy in his 1942 book Theory of 
Capitalist Development. While Sweezy pointed out demographic growth, wasteful 
investments and budget spending as counteracting forces to the tendency to 
underconsumption, A. Castro, having in mind the specific Portuguese economic 
features, underlined the convenience of enlarging domestic market by adopt
ing a redistribution policy and an agrarian reform. 

The so called agrarian question would be, otherwise, another major issue 
to be discussed by A. Castro, on account of its political and theoretical impor
tance. Backed on the classical Marxist views on the subject, namely as ex
pressed in Lenin's book The Development of Capitalism in Russia but mainly 
in Kautsky's book The Agrarian Question, he tried the identification of the his
torical trends acting in Portuguese agricultural sector, namely the tendencies 
for impoverishment and proletarianization of peasantry and for the develop
ment of capitalist entreprises in the agricultural sector. The achievement of this 
concrete analysis, quite orthodox, was summed up by the author himself as 
follows: <<The structure of the agrarian sector shows a dynamic tending either 
for the reduction of the total of small land-owners, increasing the percentage 

(13) Armando Castro, «Origem e destino da teoria subjectiva do valor», in Revista de Economia, 
vol. 1 (3), 1948, p. 140. 

(14) Armando Castro, "A industria nacional e a expansao do mercado interno", in Industria 
Portuguesa, vol. 22, no. 252, February 1949, p. 79. 
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of rural proletarians, or for joining in the same direction both movements, i. e., 
an increasing number of small land-owners and of rural workers; and these 
two movements are not antagonic given the fact that the position of the small 
holder is similar to the one of the wage-earner. At the same time, the techni
cal and economic development of large firms is advancing continuously, al
though in a faster or slower way (?5).» 

Other aspects of Marxist economics were also used when analysing Por
tuguese economic conditions. The so called pauperization law, for instance, 
was used by J. Alarcao -an economist who would study in England with M. 
Dobb and also an outstanding member of the economic comission of the United 
Democratic Movement (Movimento de Unidade Democratica) (?6) - to study 
the evolution of Portuguese capitalism in inter-war period, leading him to the 
conclusion that «a decrease of real income of the working class of 17% 
[occured] between 1918 and 1944» (77). 

However, the major topic to gather the theoretical efforts of that genera
tion of economists would be the critic of the Keynesian insight, then a new
ness in the Portuguese scene of economic thought. 

At first, F. P. Loureiro -as Castro a left wing intellectual who studied at 
the University of Coimbra and was prevented from following an academic ca
reer there - would make a short comparison between the Marxist and the 
Keynesian systems, noting that «General Theory is perhaps the most impor
tant book published after Marx's Capital (?8)», and underlining some «quite 
surprising coincidences [of Keynes] with the author of Capital, specially in what 
concerns chronic unemployement and long term fall of profit (?9)». 

Anyway, the subject would remain for a long time in the theoretical agenda, 
being resumed by Antonino Sousa, among others. When the criticism of inter
national Marxism on the Keynesian insight was still hesitant, this author re
vealed the subjectivity of Keynesianism and the analytical privilege it gave to 
aggregative concepts. But Sousa also introduced the interesting suggestion 
-although largely ignored by most of Marxist economists of the period - for 
the setting up of a dialogue between the Keynesian and the Marxist views as 
a way to develop, inside this latter theoretical system, the problematic of de
mand, since, in his opinion, there existed in the Marxist system «enough ideas 
to set up [a theory] of efective demand (Bo),. 

(15) Armando Castro, Alguns Aspectos da Agricultura Nacional, Coimbra, 1945, p. 87. 
(16) The Democratic Unity Movement (Movimento de Unidade Democratica) was an anti-fas· 

cist movement, that emerged after World War II. It gathered almost all the oposition forces to the 
Portuguese authoritarian regime. Almost all comunist economists were in its Economists Comission, 
which would produce an important report on the situation and on the economic policy, reflecting 
a remarkable influence of Marxist conceptions: Para onde nos Leva a Politica Econ6mica do 
Governo?, Lisboa, 1948. 

(17) Jorge Alarcao, «Estimativa do nfvel de vida da populagao operaria portuguesa», in Revista 
de Economia, vol. 1 (1 ), 1948, p. 22. 

(18 ) Fernando Pinto Loureiro, «Da economia neoclassica tradicional a economia keynesiana», 
in Revista de Economia, vol. 2 (1), 1949, p. 16. 

(19) Op. cit., p. 16. 
(80) Antonino de Sousa, «0 Keynesianismo e as suas Directrizes», in Erich Roll, Hist6ria do 

Pensamento Econ6mico, vol. 2, Lisboa, 1950, p. 313. 
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This increased interest about Marxist economics - ultimately based on the 
progress of the political and organizational positions of communism - had been 
directly supported by two institutions, both leadered by Bento J. Carac;:a: the 
Research Center of Mathematics Applied to Economics (Centro de Estudos 
de Matematica Aplicada a Economia) and the Revista de Economia (Econom
ics Review) (81 ). The Center would be an ephemeral research unit depending 
on the University. Its research activities originated some studies on Portuguese 
economic issues and, despite its views, more sensitive to humanist ideas than 
to a strickly Marxist insight, it trained most of the members of the first genera
tion of Portuguese Marxist economists. Some of them would be involved in 
the publishing of the Revista de Economia, whose pages -specially in the 
early years - reveal an important, but non-exclusive, position of Marxist eco
nomics in a broad <<intellectual front>> against fascism. Anyway, its continued 
publication till the middle of the 1960's is a sign that an intellectual sector 
attentive to Marxist ideas had just emerged. 

6- The spread in depth and breadth of Marxism from the mid-1960's 

The 1950's were in Portugal, as in some other countries, a time of set
backs in the history of Marxism, both political and theoretical. Then, Portuguese 
society underwent a time of rapid economic growth, of strengthening of state 
monopoly capitalism. The authoritarian political regime itself, externaly protected 
by the Cold War, experienced a time of stability for which contributed both the 
fade out of the revolucionary impulse of the previous decade and an internal 
isolation of Marxist forces, only interrupted in 1958 with the alliance of all 
oposition forces for the presidential elections. 

The 1960's and the early 1970's witnessed a quite different situation. Dur
ing the early years of the decade, a coup attemp, some spectacular armed 
actions, the reappearence of worker's strikes and mass street demonstrations 
against dictatorship, the increasing student protests, and mainly the colonial 
wars in Africa - that were to be the weak spot of the regime - shaped a 
deep political crisis, which, after the political death of Salazar (the founder and 
leader of the regime till 1968), would lead the New State to its collapse in 
1974. The economic situation, experiencing the positive impact of an external 
opening, would show a good performance until 1973, when a slow down of 
economic growth and an increasing inflation rate brought some difficulties that 
contributed to the political change of 197 4. 

The action of Marxist political forces would be important all along this 
political process. The Portuguese Communist Party, after having to endure some 
hard times during most of the1950's - important reduction of membership, 

(81 ) It is worth emphasizing that the emergence of new publications was partially a conse
quence of the prohibition of several newspapers and reviews in 1940, including 0 Diabo, 0 Sol, 
Sfntese e Pensamento, where some expressions of Marxist thought can be read. Along with the 
quoted Revista de Economia, the emergence of the review Vertice would prove to be important 
in this context, not to mention Mundo Literario and Ler, two other reviews of comparatively less 
impact and more dedicated to artistic rather than to scientific culture. 
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political isolation and sectarianism, police crackdowns - reflected the political 
and ideological changes ocurring in the Soviet Union and tried to invigorate its 
political role. The result was a new political guideline - later knew as «right
ward shift» - which tended to soften ~s political independence and Marxist nature. 

However the party resumed to its traditional ideological and organizational 
path after a new reorganization in 1960-1961 (5000 members by 1962 versus 
1000 members by the beginning of the 1950's) and to its revolutionary per
spective and doctrinal force. 

That recover culminated in the party's 6th Congress held in 1965, which 
approved a new statute (reinforcing centralism again) and a renewed party's 
programme. This programme, the «Democratic and National Revolution Prog
ramme», which would remain for two decades as major political reference, 
advocated in its eight points, the destruction of the fascist state and the instal
lation of a democratic regime, the liquidation of monopoly power and a policy 
to promote economic development, the implementation of an agrarian reform, 
the raise of the standard of living of working classes and of the people in 
general, the democratization of instruction and culture, the liberation of Portu
gal from imperialism, the recognition of the right of the peoples of Portuguese 
colonies to political independence, and a foreign policy of peace and friend
ship with all peoples. 

That programme, resuming the strategy of united front of anti-fascist forces 
as generically stated in 1946 but backed on a better knowledge of Leninist 
strategic principles, stated a precise definition of the stages of the aspired 
revolution and a more clear formulation of political and economic goals ad
equate to the Portuguese society. It meant not only a correction of the so called 
«rightward shift» of the previous decade, but was also a result of the new 
situation experienced by communist international movement. The dismantle of 
the Kominform, the emergence of various national revolutionary roads and the 
destalinization after the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union in 1956, gave to the various national communist parties a larger au
tonomy in its strategic views and demanded an accurate analysis of the spe
cific features of their own societies. 

The publication in 1964 of Cunhal's report Rumo a Vit6ria was the major 
moment of that process. There, Portuguese society is characterized as a capital
ist society dominated by monopoly and latifundio power, but revealing two major 
originalities. In one hand, the deep contrast between the underdevelopment of 
productive forces and the rapid advancement of the capitalist relations of 
production and, on the other hand, a colonial power highly dependent from 
world imperialist centers. 

This view led necessarily to stress a paralel originality of the revolutionary 
guideline adopted by this party: «Some people say that our party reveals an 
excessive originality when it defines the present stage as a democratic and 
national revolution and when it mixes in that same stage the goals of a na
tional liberation revolution ahd important social reforms. Actually, it is a new 
definition, the definition of a revolution with quite specific features» (82), stated 

(82) Alvaro Cunhal, Relat6rio da Actividade do Comite Central ao VI Congreso do PCP, Lisboa, 
1975, p. 77 (original publication 1965). 
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A. Cunhal, party's top leader. As a matter of fact, the party's views were not 
similar to the views of any other communist party of Western Europe nor even 
to the ones established by Soviet theorists, not only because of the alleged 
«social reforms» but mainly because this party was resuming a strategy of na
tional anti-fascist uprising, which were against the dominant views of Commu
nist Party of the Soviet Union and of international communism, that stressed 
peaceful coexistence and the possibility of a peaceful transition to socialism. 

The views expressed in that report showed to be a fairly correct sketch of 
the Portuguese situation of the period, despite some oversimplifications. The 
strict identification of latifundists and monopoly capitalists as the unique social 
supports of the New State and a hardly clear identification of the class nature 
of the state apparatus, that would emerge from the «democratic and national 
revolution>>, are examples of this. Anyway, that analysis involved a sistematic 
use of Marxist categories and an original application of the Leninist canon, and 
had a positive impact in the spread of Marxist views in the country. 

Despite some organizational setbacks, the political and ideological influence 
of the Portuguese Communist Party was quite important during this period. 
With the exception of peasantry in central and northern regions, large sectors 
of Portuguese society were anxious of political change and receptive to critical 
views inspired by communist oposition, particularly after 1969. By then the 
party's influence in trade unions was becoming strong and the very «demo
cratic opposition>> congresses held in 1969 and 1973, gathering most of oppo
sition groups and personalities, also showed to be open minded to Marxist 
ideas, since they accepted most of communist political views on the dismantle 
of dictatorship. 

The emergence of some other Marxist groups in this period had been 
another sign of the impact of Marxism in Portuguese society. The first one, a 
group named Portuguese Marxist-Leninist Committee - Popular Action Front 
(Comite Marxista-Leninista Portugues- Frente de Acc;:ao Popular), would re
sult from a leftist schism in the Portuguese Communist Party in 1964. Its po
litical views - stated in the writings of F. M. Rodrigues and in the newspaper 
Revolu9ao Popular (Popular revolution) - deepened the criticisms against the 
"rightwing shift,, of the Portuguese Communist Party during the 1950's, refused 
the united front strategy adopted by the Portuguese Communist Party and 
concluded that the time had come for armed struggle against dicatorship. It 
also criticized the positions of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and 
supported the leftist positions of the Communist Party of China in the interna
tional field. 

This claimed Maoist group had a short life and its real influence would be 
quite limited, echoing only among some radical student and intellectual circles. 
However, its ideology remained as a reference to other Maoist groups that 
emerged abroad among political emigrants or in the country in the years to 
come. On the all, these groups had a rather limited political influence but they 
got some relevance in the doctrinary realm. They contributed to the emergence 
of a Marxist cultural elite and to a renewed interest for that theoretical system. 
They were responsible for the diffusion of the writings of various classical 
Marxist authors, namely Stalin -whose legacy they accepted - compelling 
the Portuguese Communist Party to a more accurate doctrinal production. The 
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publication of the above mentioned report Rumo a Vit6ria was not strange to 
their political and ideological pressure over orthodox communism. Nor even 
was it by accident that A. Cunhal would publish in 1971 an essay of political 
theory - 0 Radicalismo Pequeno Burgues de Fachada Socialista- just a local 
replica of Lenin's book Left wing communism: an infantile disorder. After 1969 
there would also emerge a radical student movement that would adopt Marxist 
ideas as an instrument to rationalize its revolt against dictatorship. 

The charm that Marxist thinking had among Portuguese cultural elite of this 
period was very important, and influenced other fields beyond the political one. 

In the field of natural science the impact of Marxism was in Portugal as 
elsewhere exhausted. In the field of plastical arts, its presence was already 
almost irrelevant. However, in what concerned literature and social sciences 
the situation was different. In the literary field, namely in poetry, neo-realism 
did not gather the general approval of previous decades, but remained as an 
important literary school along the 1960's. Its most important followers, as Alves 
Redol, would gain their artistic maturity during this period. 

In the philosophic field, V. Magalhaes-Vilhena, then exiled in France, devel
oped a heavy criticism of the idealist thinking of Antonio Sergio, in which he 
resumed Lenin's reflectionist theory of knowledge: «The ability to transform the 
energy of external excitement in the fact of knowledge is a product of highly 
structured matter. So, conscience is to be conscient: das bewusste sein. Stricktly 
speaking, the reflexion of physical reality by conscience is, in a certain sense, 
a "self-reflection of reality" (83). However, the new schools that in Western 
Europe led the renewal of Marxist thinking were largely ignored. The so called 
Frankfurt School or the writings of H. Marcuse, in fashion thanks to the radical 
student movements of the 1960's -and, in broad sense, the so called West
ern Marxism - was only worth some episodic references. 

Anyway, Jofre A. Nogueira revealed to be sensitive to the dialog between 
the structuralist and the humanist versions of Marxist thinking. Refering, although 
in a non explicit way, the structurally minded views of L. Althusser and M. 
Godelier, refused their anti-historicism - «structuralism, rejecting history will 
have also to erradicate from its reasonings what in men's agency means crea
tion of actual alterities» (84)- and opposed it an humanist doctrine explicitly 
founded in Garaudy' views: «Humanism in our time will be a reconstuction of 
that [social] order with the goal of offering it human being as object [ ... ] The 
facts mentioned by Garaudy [the explosion of the historical initiave of popular 
masses in May 1968] are a pertinent disproof of one of the major conclusions 
of structuralist doctrine (85)». 

However, Armando Castro, also intervening in the epistemological disputes, 
would accept some Althusserian views, namely when he underlined the rel
evance of epistemology as an instrument to prevent the infiltration of ideology 
in scientific practice - <<social scientist (as any other scientist) needs a theo
retic understanding, and not merely a spontaneous one, of the general nature 

(83) Vasco de Magalhaes-Vilhena, Antonio Sergio. 0 ldealismo Crftico e a Crise da ldeolgia 
Burguesa, Lisboa, 1964, p. 51. 
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of knowledge, and specially of scientific knowledge [ ... ] In what concerns the 
sciences of men, this guideline is a indispensable weapon to fight the infiltra
tions of subjectivism, empiricism, and of ideology, which may seem of fault
less logic, but are far from scientific explanation, and close the road to its 
advance» (86). 

Barradas de Carvalho, who produced a vast research about the transforma
tion of Portuguese culture in the renaissance period with a methodology akin 
to the so called «Annales school», also showed a clear Marxist influence. In a 
brief and inovating set of essays, strongly influenced by the positions of 
Althusser, he discussed the epistemology of the historical sciences and pro
posed a reinterpretation of the Portuguese romantic historiography, explicitly 
suggesting it was clearly located in the path that led to the foundation of the 
social sciences by Marx (87). 

The impact of Marxist thinking in economic and social history research 
would be enormous. A significant fraction of the historians more deeply influ
enced by historical materialism - some of them exiled members of the acad
emy or simply self-learned historians- studied the Portuguese feudalism: 
A. Borges Coelho iluminated the final crisis of the feudal system identifying its 
social dialectic and the forces that would solve that crisis and the beginning 
of the Portuguese colonial expansion (88); A. Cunhal would also study in a 
short essay published in France the social conflicts of the Portuguese medi
eval society (89), and A. Castro began to publish his vast writings about the 
evolution of the Portuguese economy of that same period. Adding new infor
mation to previous research, he produced a general reinterpretation of Portu
guese feudalism. He would even anticipate similar and internationaly known 
studies on the economic theory of feudal mode of production produced by 
W. Kula e G. Bois, among others, and the very fact that his research out
comes were published in Portuguese language explains its non relevance in the 
international historical scene (9o). 

This generation of Marxist historians had also been concerned with other 
periods of the evolution of the Portuguese society, namely the 19th century. 
V. de Sa studied the crisis of the liberal political system and the history of 
Portuguese workers movement (91 ), and Miriam H. Pereira was concerned with 
the rise of modern capitalism in Portugal. Without any explicit reference to the 
Marxist international debate on the causes of the dissolution of feudalism 

(86) Armando Castro, «Possibilidades e limites epistemol6gicos de uma construr,;ao interdiscipli
nar das ciencias do homem», in Novas Perspectivas das Ciencias do Homem, Lisboa, 1970, pp. 
57 e 59. 

(87) Joaquim Barradas de Carvalho, Da Hist6ria-Cr6nica a Hist6ria-Ciencia, Lisboa, 1972. 
(88) Antonio Borges Coelho, Rafzes da Expansao Portuguesa, Lisboa, 1964, e A Revofu9Eio 

de 1383, Lisboa, 1965. 
(89) Alvaro Cunhal, «La lutte des classes au fin du Moyen Age», in Recherches lnternationales 

a Ia Lumiere du Marxisme, no. 37, 1963 (this is an i.ncomplete version; the full version was pub
lished in Portuguese in 1975 ). 

(
90

) Armando Castro, Evofu9Eio econ6mica de Portugal dos Seculos XII a XV, Lisboa, volume 1 

published in 1964. 
(
91

) Victor de Sa, Perspectivas do Seculo XIX, Lisboa, 1964, and A Crise do Liberalisrno e 
as Primeiras Manifesta96es das ldeias Socialistas em Portugal, Lisboa, 1969. 
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-held mainly by M. Dobb e P. Sweezy, among others- it was clear the 
adoption of a theoretical view similar to Sweezy's one, at least in the sense 
that she tended to identify capitalism with growing exchange and trade (92). 

The relevance of this historical research would be, meanwhile confirmed by 
the fact that several studies of these and other Marxist authors were included 
in the Dicionario de Hist6ria de Portugal, a collective dictionary gathering the 
most important historical knowledge then existing in Portugal (93). 

The field of economics received also a positive impact of Marxist theories 
during this period. However, major subjects and concerns of international Marxist 
economic thought were ignored by the Portuguese Marxist economists. 
The theoretical controversies about the so called national question, the evolu
tion of world economy, the divison of labour inside the factories or the working 
of socialist economies, for instance, were largely ignored by Portuguese Marx
ist economists. And the same happened with the important contributions to the 
theory of economic growth or to the question of underdevelopment, just as 
they were then presented and discussed by Charles Bethelheim and other Marx
ist authors. 

Just in the beginning of the 1960's, L. Carvalho Oliveira exampled this situa
tion when publishing an essay on the theory of economic crises. Its theoretical 
background was quite weak showing inacceptable simplifications and an over
valuation of technological causation of the phenomena (94). Some years later, 
V. Moreira, much better acquainted with international Marxist literature, would 
discuss in an abstract form the theory of economic systems -particularly the 
various forms of the capitalist mode of production - trying an integration of 
the state monopoly capitalism theory with the theoretical standpoints of P. Baran 
and P. Sweezy (95). But his efforts were fairly unusual. Apart from this study, 
the theoretical standpoints of those two important representatives of North
-American Marxism, namely those expressed in Monopoly Capital, were almost 
ignored. 

Apart from these very few theoretical studies, there emerged in Portugal a 
vast economic literature about some specific features of the Portuguese capital
ism. Some economists involved in the production of that economic literature 
- mostly members of the Portuguese Communist Party - showed to be in
fluenced by state monopoly capitalism theory as it had been stated by the 
economists linked to the French Communist Party. However, the pressure of 
an immediate political engagement would give to most of those writings a mere 
short-term nature. The theoretical reference was often too short, allowing an 
ecletic mix of Marxist concepts and some categories coming from mainstream 
economics or from commom sense economics (96). A. Castro, revealing an 

(92) Miriam Halpern Pereira, Livre Cambia e Desenvolvimento Econ6mico, Lisboa, 1971. 
(93) Joel Serrao (editor), Dicionario de Hist6ria de Portugal, Lisboa. 
(94) Lufs de Carvalho e Oliveira, A Evolw;ao Tecnica e as Crises Econ6micas, Lisboa. 
(95) V. Tribuna Moreira, «0 capitalismo e as suas formas«, in Armando Castro et alii, Sabre 

o Capitalismo Portugues, Coimbra, 1971. 
(96) See for all Eduardo Guerra, Evolw;ao da Economia Portuguesa e Outros Estudos, Lisboa, 

1967, and Alvaro Neto, Crftica a Alguns Aspectos do Plano de Fomento, Lisboa, 1969. 
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accurate awarer:1ess of the limits of that literature, appealed to a collective self
-criticism: «[one has to] underline the indispensability of overcoming a simple 
critical description of Portuguese reality; the platform of critical analysis has 
been absorbing largely the main efforts of the democratic forces during these 
long and heavy four decades. There is no doubt that critical description is 
important. However, we can only accept it as the initial stage of the knowl
edge of the social, economic, political, and ideological Portuguese reality, which, 
as an organic whole, is defined by laws of structural and dynamic relation
ship (97).» 

Despite the predominance of this type of economic literature, some stud
ies about Portuguese economic situation appeared in this period, revealing a 
more extensive use of Marxist theories. 

A. Cunha! resumed the agrarian question, in a study written in prison and 
published in Brazil. Despite severe limitations to acessing data, his insight 
revealed to be fairly accurate - namely when refering the proletarization pro
cess - but the theoretical views that supported his analysis where quite simi
lar to those expressed and used by Castro some years before. So, the results 
of Cunhal's effort- stressing the long term trends for concentration of land 
ownership, for impoverishment and intense proletarization of peasantry - were 
also similar (98). 

Another example of that kind of studies was the one that C. Almeida e 
A. Barreto dedicated to Portuguese emigration. Its most interesting feature was, 
however, the criticism of the dualist economic and sociological conceptions quite 
usual among «developmentist» ideologists of this period: «Some important au
thors have been sustaining this point of view (the coexistence of "traditional 
society" with "modern society"). We think, however, that such an idea expresses 
an idealistic view, which dilutes class contraditions and conflicts [ ... ] We think 
that unity exists in the very core of Portuguese society: that is to say, it exits 
in the very core of "duality" [ ... ] rural society and industrial society are two 
related sides of a same totality (99)>>. 

A. Castro pioneered again the study of a theme- inflation- not very often 
considered by international Marxist economists. In a systematic and quantified 
study, he criticized mainly the official theory of cost-push inflation: <<[ ••• ] it is 
clear that practice shows that the rise of wages usually follows the general 
rise of prices coo).» 

These references to the presence of Marxist ideas along the 1960's and 
the beginning of the 1970's show their clear and increasing impact on political 
life, on social sciences and on common sense, despite some severe limita
tions imposed by the obscurantist cultural policy of the New State. The learn
ing of Marxist writings had no parallel in any other previous period. The fact 

(97) Armando Castro, «Para uma leitura te6rica dos condicionalismos socioecon6micos da 
aq:ao democratica», in 3. 9 Congresso da Oposit;ao Democratica - Teses (Desenvolvimento 
Econ6mico e Social, Lisboa, 1974, p. 44. 

(98) Alvaro Cunha!, A Ouestao Agraria em Portugal, Rio de Janeiro, 1966. 
(99) Carlos Almeida and Antonio Barreto, Capitalismo e Emigrat;fio em Portugal, Lisboa, 1970, 

pp. 58-59. 
(1°0 ) Armando Castro, 0 Que E a lnflat;ao (porque sobem os pret;os), Lisboa, p. 117. 
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that more than thirty writings of Marx and Engels - including a first Portu
guese edition of Capital (1°1) - were printed in Portugal in the 1970's just 
before the revolution of 1974, is a clear sign of this. 

7- The revolution of April 1974 and after 

The April 25, 1974, military coup ended a forty-eight years aged dictator
ship. It would change many features of the Portuguese political, economic and 
cultural realities, and - and this is now the point- it opened up the doors to 
a larger spread and influence of Marxism. 

In the political field, the Portuguese Communist Party, the only political 
organization opposing dictatorship at a national scale, achieved, after the de
feat of fascism, the historical opportunity it had been looking forward to for a 
long time. 

As a matter of fact, the revolutionary process did not occur exactly as the 
party's theoretical views announced. Instead of a national uprising, expected 
for long to be the way for the «democratic and national revolution», came a 
coup headed by military officers displeased with the colonial policy of dictator
ship. The organizational and ideological influence of the Portuguese Commu
nist Party among them was small. Anyway, the fact that the military coup was 
immediatly supported by huge street mass demonstrations -the wider politi
cal mass movement in Western Europe after World War II- allowed this party 
to recover the historical events going on to its strategical views without being 
forced to implement significant adaptations. 

In a situation characterized by crude political disputes and by a power 
vacuum, the impact of Marxism would be significant. The membership of the 
Portuguese Communist Party expanded from 2000 or 6000 militants in April 
1974 (according to different evaluations) to 100 000 militants one year later, 
built upon the existence of a social basis not formally organized due to the 
clandestine situation and the repression of the political police, on a true Marx
ist political culture among important social sectors of Portuguese society, on a 
long tradition of stimulation of popular struggles by the party and on the sud
den emergence of a radicalized mass movement. 

The political strength that emerged from that social and organizative basis, 
powered by the strategic alliance with revolutionary military factions, gave the 
party a significant influence in unions, in the press and in local governments, 
but mainly in state apparatus, allowing the party some control over the nature 
and time of structural changes, then initiated. These were an actual Marxist 
programme, and were seen by the Portuguese Communist Party as a platform 
which would allow a subsequent conquest of political power by left wing forces 
and the transition of the Portuguese society to a socialist system. 

(1°1) There was a complete edition (translation by A. Dias Gomes), Lisboa, 1974; an edition 
of part of book 1 (translation by J. Teixeira Martins and V. Moreira), Coimbra, 1974; and, before 
them, a partial edition of book 1, published in 1973 by Associagao de Estudantes do lnstituto 
Superior de Economia, Lisboa. 
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When the military and civilian forces that organized the November 25, 1975, 
coup seized the power, the actual revolutionary process was over and a par
tial reversal of revolutionary transformations took place, but Portuguese soci
ety had been profoundly changed. Several tasks proposed in the «democratic 
and national revolution», just as they were proclaimed by the Portuguese 
Communist Party some years before, had been largely achieved, namely the 
erradication of monopoly power and the nationalization of a vast number of 
industrial and financial firms, an agrarian reform expropriating latifundia and 
settling in central and southern Portugal a collective rural economy, and the 
decolonization of African territories. 

In fact, the Portuguese Communist Party was not the only Marxist political 
force. During the revolutionary period extreme-left groups would have some 
social influence in specific social sectors - namely students - in spite of never 
being main actors in the political scene. 

The Socialist Party recreated in 1973 on the threshold of the revolution 
- its relation with the old Socialist Party dissolved in 1933 was merely sym
bolic - resumed, among other ideological references, an wavering relationship 
with marxism. M. Cardia, almost the only of its leaders to commit himself with 
a serious political theoretical thinking, had published, in 1973, an analysis of 
the Portuguese society whose terms - if his rejection of the Leninist theory 
of political party is ignored - were not significantly different from those adopted 
by the Portuguese Communist Party (1°2). Anyway, after the outbreak of the 
revolutionary process, the situation would be different. The very M. Cardia, trying 
to provide a doctrinal basis of the political positioning of Portuguese socialists, 
would introduce the idea of a «distribution socialism», as he said. Its economic 
content was made of a <<diversified strategy for promoting equality of oppor
tunities and solidarity among people through the redistribution of wealth, the 
articulation of fiscal, income and price policies, a certain kind of planning of 
market economy, the implementing of strong trade unions and a support to 
cooperativism» (1°3)- and opposed «real Marxism», held by communist forces, 
and even to <<democratic colectivism (or almost colectivism)», that for a while 
would be present in the Socialist Party programme itself (1°4). 

Anyway, the presence of Marxist culture in Portuguese society was then 
so strong that not only the initial versions of that programme underlined that 
-«The Socialist Party considers Marxism as its theorectical inspiration» (1°5)

but even the right-wing political parties were compelled to refer Marxism as 
one of its doctrinal foundings. So, one of those parties, the Popular Demo
cratic Party (Partido Popular Democratico), presented its own ideals as origi
nated in a «complex cultural tradition historically supported in the contribution 
of humanism, [ ... ] labouring classe's struggles, an analysis of the forms of contradic
tions and oppression in capitalist society, and the fight against fascism [ ... ]>> (1°6). 

(1°2
) Mario Sottomayor Cardia, Par Uma Democracia Anti-Capitalista, Lisboa, 1973. 

(1°3) Mario Sottomayor Cardia, Socialismo sem Dogma, Lisboa, 1981, p. 50. 
(1°4) Op. cit., p. 56. 
(1°5) Victor Dimas (editor), 0 Programa do M. F. A. e dos Partidos Politicos, Lisboa, 1975, 

p. 168. 
(1°6) Op. cit., p. 26. 
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Equally important was the fact that the 1976 Constitution, passed in April 
1976, that is to say after the closing of the revolutionary period, included vari
ous items founded in an obvious Marxist outlook. The very opening article, 
stating that «Portugal is a sovereign republic, based on the dignity of the hu
man being and on popular will, and committed to its own transformation in a 
classless society», is a clear example of that (1°6). 

Anyway, when the revolutionary period was over there was a clear weak
ening of Marxist positions. Extreme-left groups faded out from political scene, 
and the Socialist Party discharged from its doctrinal principles, but mainly from 
its political practice, the Marxist reference, replacing it by a strict reaffirmation 
of its commitment to political liberty and by the strategy of integrating Portugal 
in the European Community. 

As for the Portuguese Communist Party, supported by a progressively 
exhausted mass movement, it revealed to be unable of reassuming revolution
ary impetus. Its strategic alliance with left wing military forces colapsed when 
the latter split into rival fractions, and so the party saw its influence in power 
lessened. Surprisingly, its social support would be quite strong and would even 
grow during the following years. Not only its influence in unions and in munici
palities, specially in the southern region of the country, would remain high, but 
the results of the capitalist recuperation measures adopted by successive gov
ernments would allow it a membership climax of about 200 000 in the begin
ning of the 1980's, when its electoral scores had repeatedly surmount 1 mil
lion votes and 15 % of total votation. 

However, the above mentioned changes in the political climate not only 
generated in the long run a reduction of its actual membership and electoral 
votation from the mid-1980's on, as they allowed the forces hostile to social
ism to modify the Constitution in sucessive revision processes, expurging it 
from most Marxist items and statements included in its original version. In fact, 
those items would become gradually impertinent, in the sense that they did 
not reflect anymore the actual situation, specially after the formal integration of 
Portugal in the European Community in 1986, which involved a higher degree 
of economic openess and an acceleration in the process of restauration of in
ternational monopoly capitalism. 

This renewed scenery implied some obvious difficulties for the Portuguese 
Communist Party in dealing with the political situation and imposed a strategic 
reconsideration. The insight into Portuguese society and into the subsequent 
definition of how to overthrow fascist dictatorship elaborated in the mid-1960's 
had revealed to be essentially correct. However, its up-dating to include the 
facts of the revolutionary and post-revolutionary periods was not as success
ful. The stabilization of parliamentary democracy and the recovery of capitalist 
forces meant the materialization of a hypothesis that A. Cunhal would repeat
edly declare to be impossible - "The plans to drive Portuguese democracy to 
a social-democrat regime, i. e. to a regime in which capitalist monopolies con
trol the power through a parliamentary regime, have no chance. In Portugal, 
such a regime cannot follow the present situation» (1°7) - since he consid-

(1°7
) Constituir;:ao da Republica Portuguesa, Lisboa, 1976, p. 17. 
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ered only as realistic historical solutions the transition to a socialist regime or 
a falling back into a fascist dictatorship. 

That dichotomy would anyway reveal to be incorrect, originating a late and 
clumsy acknowledgement of the definitive break of the revolutionary process. 
So, A. Cunha! would declare in 1976 that «Portuguese revolution did not fin
ish yet and it will not finish as long as counter-revolution does not finish too» 
(1°8), assuming only twelve years later that the «democratic and national revo
lution•• stayed as an unfinished revolution: <<April's revolution [ ... ] faced a situ
ation that does no longer exist; one cannot say that our task is to continue 
April's revolution. But if that process is interrupted, April's revolution, mean
while, left marked signs on the economic, political and cultural Portuguese 
situation. Only in that sense one can say that April's revolution is an unfin
ished revolution coe).•• 

This position, expressed in the slogan «advanced democracy in the thresh
old of the 21st century•• (1 10), revealed a theoretical and programatic party 
crisis, in the sense that the Portuguese Communist Party had no longer an 
extensive and up-to-date insight of the renewed Portuguese and world capital
ism, nor even a solid strategic view, as it had had during the 1960's. The 
integration of Portugal in the European Community, having reduced drastically 
the autonomy of the Portuguese society, and having put in a new and broader 
context the conditions for a transition to socialism, had not been completly 
incorporated in the party's strategic view. It kept till now a nationalistic insight, 
according to which the mentioned integration meant merely that «[party] ideals 
and goals [are pursued] in more adverse conditions>> (1 11 ), but not that 
those conditions were substantially different from those existing in previous 
decades. 

This handicap, powered by the distance of party members (particularly intel
lectuals) more sensitive to the demand of a renewing of political doctrine and 
strategy, by the refusal to join euro-communism, and by the slideslip of the 
reform of socialim in Soviet Union under Gorbatchev, generated a diminishing 
impact and influence of Marxist ideas, and the progressive reduction of the 
social and electoral basis of the Portuguese Communist Party. It became more 
and more a political expression of some sectors of urban and rural workers 
-just those who had a stronger communist tradition and simultaneously those 
who had been more penalized by the demands of European integration - but 
less and less a party having a clear strategical view and a leadering position 
in social changes. 

The social, political and cultural explosion of April 197 4 involved a large 
diffusion of Marxist culture. Marxism had been during the revolutionary period 

( 108) Alvaro Cunhal, A Revolu{:ao Portuguesa - 0 Passado e o Futuro, Lisboa, 1976, 
pp. 122-123. 

(1°9) Alvaro Cunhal, «lntervenr;ao de abertura do XII Congresso••, in XII Congresso - PCP, 
Lisboa, 1989, p. 42. 

(1 10) «Programa do PCP: Uma democracia avanr;ada no limiar do sE:iculo XXI», in XII Congresso 
- PCP, Lisboa, 1989, p. 233 et seq. 

(1 11 ) Carlos Carvalhas, «A integrar;ao de Portugal na CEE: Condicionalismos e perspectivas 
de acr;ao», in XII Congresso -PCP, Lisboa, 1989, p. 71. 
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the only coherent ideological guideline. Marxist printings had an enormous 
increase. A lot of classical Marxist writings had then its Portuguese versions, 
but Portuguese Marxist authors also originated a vast literature. 

The Portuguese Communist Party itself republished some of its fundamen
tal writings, namely those written by A. Cunhal, which diffusion during the years 
before the revolution had been quite limited, due to the action of censorship. 
However, its action, as a direct stimulus of theoretical, original productions, was 
limited. 

Intellectuals that were more directly linked to the party, gave priority to the 
edition of analitic texts on short-term topics, namely on economic issues. How
ever, t9ese writings were basically stereotype analyses developed according 
to the critical descriptivism and to the pragmatic needs of immediate political 
intervention. Efforts to discuss and to theoretical inovation, namely in the po
litical field, were of little significance. The reading of Economia-EC, an eco
nomic review, testifies what has just been stated. With the exception of a few 
theoretical reflections (1 12), almost everything else were analitic texts on secto
rial, short term aspects where Marxist concepts and method are hardly per
ceptive. Vertice itself, a review on cultural matters published since the end of 
World War II, remained an example where Marxist insight was sometimes less 
clear than during the period under fascist censorship. 

On the all, the charm of Marxism and the very hope of regenerating Por
tuguese society under socialism attracted large sectors of the Portuguese cul
tural elite in this period, but that attraction was basically political and emo
tional rather than founded on a solid theoretical knowledge. Notwithstanding, 
its outburst in the school system, as a whole, and specially at the university, 
was both sudden and vigorous. 

Many of the old students that had experienced a process of ideological 
radicalism since the period before the revolution, and some of the intellectuals 
previously forbidden, by dictatorship, of performing their action, were now integ
rated in the school system. 

Books, supporting bibliographies, namely in what concerns social sciences, 
of which some were just emerging as academic institutionalized disciplines, as 
well as the cultural, political attitudes of the students movement, both reflected 
and intensified this situation. Many of the Ph. D. theses -the major standard 
of university learning - which publication had just started, showed very clearly 
an intensified process of scientific production under Marxism. 

As far as economics is concerned, Armando de Castro, who had just been 
authorized to lecture at the University of Oporto, would publish the first aca
demic textbook on Marxist political economy ever written in Portugal (1 13). 

At the same time he would add to his vast work numerous writtings, namely 

(1 12) See for instance, Carlos Pimenta, «Para uma analise marxista da inflac;;ao«, no.13, Feb
ruary 1978, pp. 31-63, Armando Castro, «lmportancia da "teoria dos mercados" para a compre
ensao da crise econ6mico-polftica portuguesa», and Carlos Pimenta, «As vias de ampliac;;ao do 
mercado interno», no.17, October 1978, pp. 5-12 e 13-24, respectively; Gorjao Duarte, «Capitalismo 
de Estado em Portugal ?», no. 21, Junho de 1979, pp. 5-18. 

(1 13) Armando Castro, Lir;oes de Economia, Lisboa, 1983. 
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on economic history. On the other hand, several Ph. D theses of different 
authors worked on subjects such as inflation, economic crises, economic policy 
or history of economic thought just to mention a few (1 14). 

Sociology, a just emerging discipline at university level, except for a short 
appearence in the end of the the 19th century, revealed a powerful influence 
of historical materialism, basically in its Althusserian version, as testified in some 
other Ph. D theses (1 15). The same influence is felt in other areas such as 
social and institutional history (1 16), law (1 17), philosophy (1 18) and geography 
(1 19), as well as in many other writings of dissimilar length and theoretical re
finement. 

Although the cultural area did not reflect directly political changes, the defeat 
of the revolution and the frustrating of expectations of the transition to social
ism would necessarily have a significant impact in that area. So, along the 
1980's, the charming power of Marxism over the cultural elite, namely at the 
university level, would fade out, both as far as politics and culture are con
cerned. Actually this tendency was so clear that there was no perceptive im
pact, in the Portuguese cultural field, of the renewed productions of the aca
demic Marxism, emerging abroad, ascribed to the so called analitic Marxism, 
post-Marxism and Marxist nee-structuralism. 

During this same period, the role that traditionally the intellectuals, namely 
the organic cultural elite of the socialist movement, used to perform in the 
cultural diffusion, became increasingly less eficient. Again in this area, the 
spread and intensification of the «mass culture» favouring individualistic and 
immediate attitudes and leading to a loss of ideological concerns and to a 
pseudo-apolitism, are responsible for the apparent crisis Portuguese Marxism 
is enduring in the early 1990's. 

(1 14) See for instance, Alfredo Marques, La politique economique portugaise dans Ia periode 
de Ia dictature (1926-1974), Grenoble, 1980, F. Oliveira Baptista, Polftica Agraria (anos 30-1974), 
Lisboa, 1984, Carlos Pimenta, Contributos para a Caracterizat;iio e Explicat;iio da lnflat;iio em 
Portugal,- Lisboa, 1985, Daniel Sessa Coelho, 0 Processo lnflacionario Portugues (1945-1980), 
Porto 1986, Antonio Mendonga, A Crise Econ6mica Capitalista e a sua Forma Contemporanea, 
Lisboa, 1987, and Carlos Bastien, Para a Hist6ria das ldeias Econ6micas no Portugal 
Contemporaneo -A Crise dos Anos 1945-1954, Lisboa, 1989. 

(115) See for instance, Jose F. Madureira Pinto, Estruturas Sociais e Praticas Simb61ico
-ldeol6gicas nos Campos: Elementos de Teoria e de Pesquisa Empfrica, Porto, 1981, Joao 
F. Ferreira de Almeida, Classes Sociais nos Campos: Camponeses Parciais numa Regiao do 
Noroeste, Lisboa, 1982, and Afonso M. S. Barros, Do Latifundismo a Reforma Agraria: 0 Caso 
de Uma Freguesia do Baixo Alentejo, Lisboa, 1986. 

(1 16 ) See, for instance, Manuel Villaverde Cabral, Portugal, 1890-1914: Classes Sociales, 
Pouvoir Politique et Croissance Economique, Paris, 1979, Antonio M. Hespanha, As Vesperas do 
Leviathan, Lisboa, 1986, and Antonio Borges Coelho, A lnquisit;iio em Evora (1533-1668), Lisboa, 
1986. 

(1 17) See for instance, Henrique Meireles, Marx eo Direito Civil, Coimbra,1990. 
(1 18) See for instance, Joao M. Freitas Branco, Dialectica, Ciencia e Natureza: Um Estudo 

sabre a Not;iio de «Dialectica da Natureza» no Quadro do Pensamento Cientffico Moderno, Lisboa, 
1986, and Eduardo Chitas, Hegel e o Pensamento das Luzes - Para o Estudo da Format;iio da 
Consciencia Moderna, Lisboa, 1989. 

(1 19) See for instance, Joao Ferrao, Industria e Valorizat;iio do Capital - Uma Analise 
Geografica, Lisboa, 1987. 
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